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PROTECT AGAINST CYBERATTACKS
While every cyberattack is different, cybersecurity best practices in four key areas can help keep your device, digital identity 

and personal data protected. Here are steps you can take to help avoid today’s ever-changing cyber threats.

SONTIQ CAN HELP
We offer a full range of identity monitoring, restoration, and response products and 
services. We empower consumers and organizations of all sizes to be less vulnerable to the 
financial and emotional consequences of cyber threats and identity crimes.

AVOID SOCIAL ENGINEERING 

SAFEGUARD REMOTE WORKENSURE PASSWORD HYGIENE

SECURE SOFTWARE 
Most data breaches start with social engineering attacks  
(phishing emails, smishing SMS texts) which trick the victim  
into clicking a malicious link or opening an infected attachment.

Check sender address, spelling and grammar | Unusual email 
addresses, as well as poor spelling and grammar, can indicate a 
phishing attempt.
Do not click on links | If you trust the email’s source, you should 
still hover your mouse over the link to check the address. Avoid SMS 
links altogether.
Trust your instincts | If you’re at all suspicious of a message, delete 
it or disconnect.
Research charitable giving and relief fund requests | Many 
unsolicited charity pitches online are scams. Do your research to 
make an informed, safe contribution.
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ABOUT SONTIQ
Sontiq, a TransUnion company, is an intelligent identity security company arming businesses and consumers with a full range of award-winning 
identity and cyber monitoring solutions, as well as top-rated restoration and response offerings. Sontiq products empower millions of customers and 
organizations to be less vulnerable to the financial and emotional consequences of identity theft and cybercrimes. Sontiq has an outstanding track record 
for delivering high-touch support and fraud remediation services, demonstrated through its 99% customer satisfaction ratings. https://www.sontiq.com

These rules apply to computers, mobile devices,  
online accounts, wireless routers, smart TVs, video  
doorbells and other smart home devices.

Create a strong password | Use at least 12 characters that mix  
upper- and lowercase letters, numbers and symbols.
Don’t repeat passwords and change them frequently | Use a 
different password for every site and app. Don’t use a similar  
password across sites. Change every six months to NET NEW passwords.
Avoid auto-saving | Don’t let your apps or web browser auto-save 
your passwords.
Multi-factor authentication | Opt-in for two (or more) verification 
steps where possible to protect access to your information. 

Be hyper-vigilant when working or  
communicating from locations outside your  
home or work locations.

Avoid public Wi-Fi | Public Wi-Fi networks are easily compromised 
and spoofed by cybercriminals, providing access to any device that 
connects so they can steal information or install malware.
Use VPN | When you must connect to public Wi-Fi or an unsecured 
network, use a virtual private network (VPN), especially when using 
mobile devices.
Lock your devices | Lock your device when you’re not using it 
and be sure it’s protected by a 5-digit password, swipe pattern, 
fingerprint or facial recognition.

Software is at the foundation of your digital security,  
including operating systems and apps.  

Use authentic, licensed software | Free knock-off or pirated 
software often include malware. Get well-known software directly 
from a reputable source.
Update software | Install the latest patches and security  
updates to your OS and applications, plus ensure your cybersecurity 
software is current.
Back up your data | Some cyberattacks delete files and render 
the system unusable. Create a full image backup of your system — 
including the operating system, boot media and applications — and 
store it on an external drive. 
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